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In Soothsayer, Bobby Abate channels his observations of a fearful, post 9/11 America into a simultaneously humorous and frightening video.  Four years 
in the making, Soothsayer, says Abate, is an example of how he collects “by-products of our society to find out what they actually say about our present 
life.”   Abate began gathering psychic musings off the internet and from vintage paperbacks in 2001.  The video’s found imagery was culled from 
industrial films and historical footage.  The sounds in Soothsayer come from hundreds of sources, including sound effects, video games and horror 
movies.   
 
Soothsayer’s web of imagery winds its way through time, referencing predictions that begin in the 1960s and end in 2001.  Text is interspersed with 
phrases from famous psychics such as Doc Anderson and Elizabeth Joyce.  Some relate to sexual mores: “Husbands will be happy to pay to have their 
wives rejuvenated,” and “The media will become bolder in presenting pornography.”  Many of the quotes are more frightening, such as “An attack is 
forthcoming.  Expect disaster in New York City, Washington, DC and Los Angeles right after school begins in 2001.”  Numerous images in Soothsayer 
are familiar – part of our nation’s collective consciousness. Others seem to come from Abate’s personal past and his imagination.  Abate says 
Soothsayer is, in part, an exploration of the relationship between our personal and collective histories: 
 

There is an interspersing of public and private past – but it’s also about how those two things get tangled up and confused (Are our thoughts and memories unique or just appropriated from culture?).  
The assassination attempts are part of this as are the video games – but also the evolution of the vehicle and vehicle safety…. Cars have always been used to gauge and identify an era, and we look 

toward designs of future cars as a way to see what the future has in store for us.  As the video goes on, the car footage becomes increasingly paranoid.  

 
Abate inserts eccentric animations to compliment the found footage, illustrating surreal phenomena and predictions that never came true.  In unifying the past and future, Soothsayer 
plants viewers firmly in the moment.  An unflinching look at our historic need to find solidity in a precarious world, Soothsayer is also an effective reminder of the tenuous nature of life. 
Conceived during a time of “relentless Orange Alerts,” Abate says the video is at its core “… a reflection of our society’s worst fears – sex and death – and our obsession to avoid them 
at all costs, including giant SUV tanks roaming the roads, censorship, pre-emptive war and psychic warnings.”    
 
Since Bobby Abate received his MFA from Bard College, he has exhibited internationally, including screenings and exhibitions in Spain, the Netherlands and China.  Abate’s influences 
are diverse and include avant-garde filmmakers such as Douglas Sirk and Robert Bresson as well as artists like Francesco Clemente and Cindy Sherman.  Considering himself an 
artist and filmmaker, Abate creates installations, sculptures and short videos.  Abate, who also teaches at the New School University in New York, directed his first feature film with  

experimental filmmaker Peggy Ahwesh last year.  He is currently working on his second feature, which is about the life of nutritionist and sexologist Carlson Wade. 


